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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel coverless information hiding technique is proposed. Secret information is utilized as the input to synthesis pattern image with embedded secret. Three observed properties in general pattern images, including color, size and position are discussed in this paper to realize coverless information hiding. In the experiment result section, a simple prototype is built as a proof of concept. Finally, the performance of the prototype in terms of the visual image quality, embedding capacity and resistance to attacks are discussed.

Index Terms— Data Insertion, pattern image generation, pixel color, coverless data hiding

1. INTRODUCTION
Information hiding conceals information via two major methods, which are encryption and data insertion. Encryption translates confidential information into incomprehensible form to avoid unauthorized viewing. For data insertion, it embeds secret message into a carrier or hiding medium, i.e., cover. In this case, the produced output image quality after data insertion should be as similar as the cover, or at least without noticeably changes, to conceal the existence of covert communication.

Both methods are utilized in their own ways, serving different purposes. Encryption is often utilized in securing password, confidential storage data, file transmission, etc. Encryption provides high confidentiality, but it also comes with few drawbacks. Encryption not only consumes high computational cost due to its complexity, it also arouse suspicious of the attacker during transmission, since it transforms secret message into random format.

Hence, in some applications, particularly involving secret communication, data insertion is preferred than that of encryption because it hides the trace of communication without arousing suspicous of attackers or observers. Various type of data can be inserted via data insertion algorithm, including watermark to claim ownership, meta-data for media enrichment, fingerprint for copyright dispute, or simply secret message for communication purposes, etc.

There are few significant researches for data insertion using image as cover. Information hiding in least significant bit (LSB) is one of the famous techniques due to its simplicity in implementation [1, 2]. LSB for image pixels can be flipped from zero to one or one to zero to carry secret message. Besides, LSB technique can also be easily applied to different domain, including encrypted domain [3], audio [4] and video domains [5]. However, most of the proposed LSB information hiding technique suffered from data loss after the secret message extraction at the decoding process.

Histogram shifting by Ni et. al [6] is one of the earliest techniques in achieving reversibility in data insertion [7]. Reversibility means the embedded medium can be fully recovered (i.e., to the state of before embedding) after the secret message is extracted. Ni et. al utilizes pixels' frequency of occurrence in image to build a histogram. Then, the bin with highest frequency (i.e., with the most number of pixels) will be shifted to left or right to prepare a blank bin space. Pixels under the highest frequency bin and the blank bin space will be utilized for data insertion purposes. However, histogram shifting suffers from the image overflow and underflow problem. Hence, there are many variants of histogram shifting based data insertion techniques are proposed [8, 9, 10].

On the same year, Tian also proposed a novel technique, namely difference expansion to embed information into cover image[11]. Tian exploited the natural image redundancy to achieve data insertion. All the image pixels are grouped into pairs, then one bit of secret message is hidden in each pair by expanding the difference between two pixels. Tian’s technique is simple but able to achieve high embedding capacity at that time. Later on, Thodi et. al proposed prediction-error expansion technique, as an improvement over Tian’s technique to improve its image quality and the needs to maintain location map [12, 13]. After that, there are numerous researchers focus on improving the existing proposed techniques by enhancing the adaptivity [14, 15, 16] of both difference expansion and prediction error expansion techniques.

Although most of the researches are claiming that their techniques are secure (i.e., not arousing suspicious) after
achieving high PSNR or SSIM, if attackers carefully examines the statistic of the image, the secret communication might be able to be detected. Statistical attack is one of the well known attack in information hiding [17]. It utilizes the natural statistic of cover (e.g., image, audio) to detect the existence of embedded data. For instance, LSB technique modified the last bit of every pixel to carry one bit of information. If the frequency of occurrence of zeros and ones are collected, image with embedded data will resembles similar number of zeros and ones. This is because the prior encryption of secret message forces the equally distribution of data variances. In fact, in natural image or image without embedded data, the number of zero and one should not be equal or similar.

Another type of attack in data insertion is comparison attack, by utilizing the original cover to compare with the embedded cover. Nowadays, it is not difficult to find the original cover on the Internet due to the powerful features offered by image search engine. Thus, if the attacker is able to find the original cover, the secret communication will be detected and the message can be extracted by simply comparing the covers.

Texture-based image synthesis information hiding techniques [18, 19] are proposed to overcome some of the aforementioned problems. Patches of texture are manipulated and inserted to form an output image with embedded information. However, patches are inserted in tile or block-basis, which might causes noticeable distortion or blockiness in these methods.

Therefore, in this paper, a novel coverless information hiding technique using pattern synthesis is proposed. In this technique, differs than the conventional techniques, there is no cover image involved. By utilizing solely input or secret message, the data embedding algorithm will synthesize a pattern image with embedded data.

2. CONVENTIONAL DATA INSERTION PROCESSES

In this section, the generalized encoding and decoding processes of conventional information hiding technique are illustrated.

Fig. 1 shows the conventional encoding process. First, a cover image is carefully chosen as carrier or medium to hide secret message. Second, information hiding algorithm will insert secret into the cover image with or without the added security provided by the encoding key. Finally, the embedded image is generated. Embedded image should resemble the cover image as close as possible to avoid detection. The embedded image is then sent to the receiver.

Fig. 2 illustrates the reversing or decoding process for conventional data insertion technique. First, receiver receives the embedded image via public communication channel (e.g., Internet, email). Then, the embedded image will be fed into the data extraction algorithm (with or without the decoding key, depending on the encoding process) for secret message extraction purposes. Finally, the secret message is extracted. If the data extraction algorithm recovers the cover image (i.e., exactly same as before embedding), then the technique achieves reversibility. Reversibility is a crucial property for some of the applications such as military maps, medical images, because the details of the images need to be retained after extraction.

3. PROPOSED INFORMATION HIDING

Fig. 3 shows the encoding process of the proposed information hiding technique. As shown in the figure, there is no cover image involved in the encoding process. In the pro-
images (i.e., in information hiding algorithm), including positions, sizes and colors of patterns.

3.1. Position

Pattern images are sometimes formed by a number of repeatable elements, and these type of pattern images can be utilized as design to make house wallpaper, present wrapping paper, desktop or mobile devices wallpaper, etc. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) are the examples of pattern images downloaded from the Internet. The position of the repeatable elements in these pattern images can be manipulated in the proposed information hiding algorithm to carry secret message.

![Pattern Images](image1.png)

Fig. 4. Example pattern images from Internet with various position

If there is total number of $n$ elements in a row, these elements can be permuted in $n^n$ distinct positions (i.e., assuming that repetition is allowed). Therefore, each row of pattern image should be able to carry $\lceil \log_2 n^n \rceil$ bits of secret information in binary form. For instance, by using Fig. 4(a) as example, if there is 14 elements in a row, this row of elements in this case is able to produce $14^{14}$ positions. For this particular row, $\lceil \log_2 14^{14} \rceil = 53$ secret bits can be embedded.

3.2. Sizes

Other than position information, size is also one of the properties observed in pattern images. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) are pattern images consist of elements with various sizes downloaded from the Internet. In information hiding algorithm, different sizes can be utilized to represent different set of binary secret information.
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Fig. 5. Example pattern images from Internet with various sizes

For instance, Fig. 5(a) has circles with 8 different sizes. Each circle can be utilized to carry $\lceil \log_2 8 \rceil = 3$ bits of binary information, i.e., 000, 001, ..., 111. Similar information hiding concept can be applied to other pattern images which consist of elements of various sizes.

3.3. Colors

Color is also one of the important properties in synthesizing pattern image. Colorful pattern image can be utilized as background of design or independently as an image to serve as painting, wallpaper, household design, etc.

![Pattern Images](image3.png)


Fig. 6. Example pattern images from Internet with various colors

Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) shows two colorful pattern images downloaded from the Internet. In information hiding algorithm, various colors can be used to carry binary information. For instance, if there are total number of 16 color variants in Fig. 6(b), $\lceil \log_2 16 \rceil = 4$ bits of information (i.e., 0000, 0001, 0010, ..., 1111) can be represented by each colored element to synthesis a pattern image similar to the shown figure.

3.4. Others

In this paper, we only discussed three important properties in synthesizing pattern images, including position, color and size. There are other contributing properties in synthesizing pattern images such as direction, transparency, shape, etc., which can also be utilized in proposed information hiding concept to carry information. Besides, combination of various properties can also be used to increase the embedding capacity and also strengthen the security of the embedded images.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Experimental Setup

In this experiment, a simple prototype is built to synthesis pattern image for comparison and discussion purposes. This simple prototype utilizes color as the main property to carry secret information.
4.2. Output Image

In this subsection, output image from the prototype will be added for side-by-side comparison with the other pattern images downloaded from the Internet. All pattern images are shown in Fig. 8 for visual comparison purposes.

Fig. 8. Visual comparison of output image from prototype and pattern images downloaded from the Internet

By examining the pattern images visually, it is very difficult to distinguish between output image generated by proposed prototype and other images downloaded from the Internet. In fact, the output image generated by proposed prototype with secret information is shown in Fig. 8(c).

4.3. Embedding Capacity

In the prototype, output image of $350 \times 350$ pixels are synthesized based on the predefined patterns (i.e., upward triangle and downward triangle), colors and secret message. The output image consists of 3 8-bits layers, which represent Red, Green, Blue color information, range from 0 to 255. As for the colors, the prototype utilizes 16 color codes, as indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. Color Codes utilized in Pattern Image Synthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>${R, G, B}$</th>
<th>Secret Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>${255, 245, 230}$</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>${255, 250, 205}$</td>
<td>0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>${255, 255, 153}$</td>
<td>0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>${242, 230, 255}$</td>
<td>0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>${215, 179, 255}$</td>
<td>0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>${191, 128, 255}$</td>
<td>0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>${175, 238, 238}$</td>
<td>0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>${176, 224, 230}$</td>
<td>0111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>${72, 209, 204}$</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>${216, 191, 216}$</td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>${255, 192, 203}$</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>${219, 112, 147}$</td>
<td>1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>${221, 160, 221}$</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>${173, 216, 230}$</td>
<td>1101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>${135, 206, 250}$</td>
<td>1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>${100, 149, 237}$</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the encoding process, after receiving secret information as an input, the secret information will be first encrypted using the key, $K_1$. Then, the encrypted secret information will be converted into binary format and grouped into non-overlapping 4 bits block. The color will then be assigned to this particular block in filling the triangle pattern by using the color representation as shown in Table 1.

In this prototype, the embedding capacity available is 4480 bits as there is only 1120 triangles to be filled with the colors. The decoding process is the reverse procedures of the encoding process as described earlier by using the same $K_1$.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Statistical and Comparison Attacks

In terms of statistical attack, there is no modification on the LSB or pixel values of the image, which leaves no trace of statistical changes available. All the colors in pattern image should be equally distributed to serve the perceptual appearance purposes, therefore, statistical attack cannot be applied to the proposed method. As for comparison attack, there is no cover image utilized in our proposed technique. Hence, comparison attack between cover image and output image also cannot be applied to the proposed method.

5.2. Visual Image Quality

In our proposed prototype, 16 color codes are carefully selected to ensure the harmonization within the colors in the
synthesized pattern image. The properties (e.g., color, size, position) and choice of elements within the property (e.g., choice of colors, sizes and positions) should be carefully chosen to not arouse the suspicious of the attackers.

5.3. Enhancing Embedding Capacity

The output image generated by the prototype of size $350 \times 350$ can only be used to accommodate 4480 bits of secret information. More embedding capacity can be added if more color codes are utilized. For instance, 32 color codes can be utilized to embed 5 bits of information per color element.

Besides, combination of different properties also can be explored to enhance the embedding capacity, such as color and size, color and position, size and position, etc. More permutation in synthesized pattern image can enable more embedding capacity.

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper proposed a novel information hiding technique without using cover medium. In the proposed technique, secret information is utilized as the input to synthesis pattern image. Three properties in pattern image can be utilized as the basis of the image synthesis, including size, color and position. Simple prototype is developed to prove the proposed concept and discuss the feasibility of the proposed technique in terms of avoidance of attacks, visual image quality and embedding capacity.
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